
PIST Trust 



PIST Trust is a one-stop platform that relies on blockchain digital token technology to complete 

digitalized assets securitization, trust digitalization and liquidation, assets management digitali-

zation through value measuring digital stable coins and value carrying digital assets.  

Its merits include: contract development based on PIST network, asset encryption on the 

decentralized ledger and custody governance, support thousands of digital assets worldwide 

through cross-chain technology and  partnership with Korean licensed digital banking institu

Since the core value of PIST Trust lies in trustless financial management, it looks like a transpar-

ent asset management from black box to the outside. Also, its privacy lies in the fact that 

financial strategies can be hidden, while transparency lies in the fact that all asset owners can 

penetrate and understand the direction of their own funds. The user funds will be used to 

invest under pre-confirmed rules of smart contract to provide secured and credible services.   
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In the traditional data management, a centralized database is generally used to store data. Traditional-

ly, to prevent the data security risk is to adopt firewalls, bastion host, antivirus software, and so on.

The asset management industry is undoubtedly one of the fastest-growing areas in the financial 

service industry globally. The asset management industry has contributed for a long time in optimizing 

the allocation of financial resources and improve the efficiency of the financial markets and promote 

innovation in financial instruments. Recently the industry has been facing the following problems.  

The platform coin “PIST” is an alternative payment method combined with the “P PASS” stablecoin (pay-

ment coin). In addition, PIST TRUST provides asset management services that operate deposits and asset 

management products on the PIST network. The PIST platform services could develop into a wide range  

1. Introduction 

1.1 Existing Problems 

Many examples of poor transparency throughout the banking system: Delays in financial reporting or 

the absence of quarterly and semi-annual updates; Undisclosed derivatives activity, such as forward 

contracts; likewise, missing footnotes; Lack of timely information about material events when they 

occur and the poor distribution of information that is made public; and restrictions on the freedom of

● Lack of transparency in data processing and circulation process 

● Passive data security measures 

independent third parties to voice opinions of financial. 

Data lacking and inaccurate record-keeping can slow down processes. It could lead to extended manual 

hours spent fixing problems and chasing data trails that lead nowhere. In a crucial industry such as

● Poor data processing 

banking, it’s safe to assume maximum productivity is a must. 
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of asset management ecosystems for cryptocurrency.

But this kind of prevention and control measures are passive, and it cannot be 



The blockchain model is essentially a decentralized distributed database, which has enormous advan-

tages in the transparency of data processing and circulation process. It offers a more secure, verifiable 

way to track a series of digital transactions. Therefore, the circulation of data ownership solves the key 

issues in asset management industries. It also fits the central premise of blockchain technology: a digi-

tal ledger that operates on a peer-to-peer network and is fully time-stamped for every transaction.

1.2 Solutions 
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● Enhanced Security 

PIST stores data in distributed ledgers. The transactions are cryptographically signed and represent an 

incremental list of records, consistent over the network, time-stamped, and verifiable. Blocks are 

linked by hashes of their previous ancestor block, thereby chaining all blocks together. As a result, 

changing information in one block results in a hash mismatch of the succeeding block. At the same time, 

the blockchain uses timestamp technology to record the time when the data is read. So, when any 

party judges a record to be unreasonable, they can trace the historical data through block data and 

time stamp anytime and anywhere, improving the security of the database. The ledger does not exist 

in a single, central location that could be targeted by hackers. It offers robust security against manipu

 

The security functions of a smart contract of PIST Trust system such as offline key, dual control, and

 

● Cross-chain Interoperability 

The PIST bridge adopts a decentralized method that connects Ethereum and other public chains and 

cross-chains and realizes cross-chain usage and interoperability of on-chain assets. Users can access 

the application status of Ethereum and other public chains through the PIST bridge and transfer assets
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PIST Trust solves the above problems with the following solutions. 

to the PIST platform with high TPS.

lation and creates a trustworthy audit trail.

time lock enables PIST to proactively respond to potential security incidents.
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● Data Sharing 

Relevant organizations in the industry or region join the blockchain alliance network in the form of 

nodes, using blockchain data encryption, privacy protection, and end-user authorization, etc. The mech

 Various projects in the PIST blockchain ecosystem connect to a network of blockchain alliances in the 

form of nodes using blockchain data encryption, privacy protection and end-user authorization. This

anism solves the problem of ‘difficult data sharing’ between enterprises.  

● Blockchain Authority Right Confirmation Mechanism 

Blockchain compresses data assets into data objects that can be chained, through a unique cryp-

tographic algorithm to ensure the uniqueness of assets and confirm the authority rights for each data 

asset. By leveraging the capabilities of decentralized accounting and an immutable blockchain, data 

authorization can be effectively verified. Asset management companies can participate in the block-

chain network as a node and use the blockchain to record data creation, circulation, and transactions in

● Data Reliability 

Through smart contracts technology, data processing and event logs are recorded automatically. While 

data access and recording go through data transmission, matching, authentication, and verification,

● High TPS 

The efficient consensus mechanism provided by PIST Network can handle more than 1,000 TPS（transac 

 tions per second）with no bifurcation and fast verification of transactions. 
P
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mechanism solves the data sharing difficulty between projects and enterprises.

detail. Nodes also verify the identity of corporate users of each data.

 

which will improve data reliability. 
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In digital asset management, the security and resilience of transaction data are essential. This is 

because transaction channels are diversified, not only for transactions in traditional banks but also by 

managing transactions from different digital sources. Our platform provides blockchain technology

1.3 Asset Management on Blockchain 

● Cross Blockchain Compatibility 

Cross-blockchain compatibility provides interoperability of blockchain networks, similar to the wide 

range of uses of the Internet. When cross-blockchain is adapted in business ecosystem, it enables busi-

nesses to conduct transactions with clients of other blockchain networks without delays or expensive

● Creates an Accurate Record 

Transactions recorded on the blockchain are immutable. Asset managers can use the records to verify 

and analyze potential risk factors. Immutable records allow the asset manager to proceed with the

● Consistent Data Log

Blockchain technology provides a consistent record by verifying blocks through nodes as agreed upon 

to prevent inconsistent data, so if transaction records are not on the blockchain ledger, the transaction 

is invalid. For asset management or financial management services, distributed ledgers such as block-

chains omit traditional systems, reducing the importance of intermediary roles. Blockchain can assist 

asset management tasks by automating back-office processes and regulatory compliance to enhance 

transaction complementation. The technology can also assist in preventing illegal activities such as
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services to users to secure transparency and elasticity of their transaction data.

transaction fees.

asset management with relevant users and partners safely and efficiently.

money laundering, while increasing the speed of transaction processing and completion.
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PIST Trust is a project that uses blockchain digital technology to securitize digital assets using the plat-

form coin “PIST” and the stable coin “P Pass” and is a project that systemizes various asset management

2. What is PIST Trust 

2.1 Architecture   

2.1.1 PIST Network 

The efficient consensus mechanism is a set of rules and procedures that maintain consistent informa-

tion among participating nodes, can handle more than 1,000 TPS (transactions per second) with no 

bifurcation and transaction verifications. The consensus mechanism ensures the security, speed, and

The GAS payment mechanism allows users to transfer PIST through other users without having to pay 

a fee and have GAS fees paid by a third party. PIST has solved the problems of the existing Ethereum 

ecosystem, such as slow transaction speed and high commission cost. The transmission speed of the 

PIST network is 100 times that of Ethereum, and it is possible to reduce the burden of using the exist-

ing blockchain ecosystem by processing and completing transactions quickly and efficiently through

The blockchain system actively utilizes multi-core CPUs to accelerate parallel execution of transac-

tions. The multi-core CPU enables execution of multiple transactions in parallel, and the high-perfor

PIST Wallet is compatible with Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Virtual Machine (VM) systems and 

DApps in the Ethereum ecosystem. PIST Wallet can be linked with other networks at no extra cost. 

While the Ethereum ecosystem has several disadvantages in transmissions to other networks because 

it has problems such as slow transactions, expensive commission, and transaction throughput for DeFi

In the case of a high-performance contract is required, it can be implemented through a high-efficien-

cy system contract and can be operated more rationally. A smart contract is a program stored in the 

blockchain and is executed when predetermined conditions are met and has the characteristics of digi-

tization and automation. Smart contract eliminates the need for paperwork and error correction and
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services from trusts to liquidation.

scalability of the network.

low commission costs.

mance processing unit brings speed and flexibility in blockchain and Dapp processing.

and NFT in the Ethereum ecosystem.

improves the efficiency and accuracy of smart contracts.
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2.1.3 Smart Contract 

Smart contract enables PIST have the ability to : 

1) Address security vulnerabilities 

2) Expand new functions 

3) Improve the system and optimize operation efficiency 

4) Suspend, block or revoke the transfer of tokens in response to security incidents (ie catastrophic e

vent), or execute in accordance with other legal obligations or requirements of courts or other gov

ernment agencies. 

Alice Bob

Regular Contract

Blockchain / Licensed

ledger, or encryption

Party: Individuals/Institutions

Alice Bob

+ =
Alice Bob

Faster:

save more time
Less service cost

Regulator/Audit

Immutable Transaction

Smart Contract

Smart Contract

Less operation cost

Bank/Institutions

The PIST network combines UTXO (Unspent Transaction Outputs) and ACCOUNT mode. UTXO mode is used 

for privacy protection. At the same time, it supports the virtual operation of smart contracts by con-

necting logically equivalent ACCOUNT modes. In addition, the PIST network seamlessly combines the two 

modes through transactions, consensus, and Pedersen Commitment algorithms to perform smart con
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tract’ privacy protection smoothly.
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PIST TRUST’s smart contract implements the following security functions.

1) Offline key: the key approved for high-risk operations is stored offline in PIST Trust’s cold storage

    system.

2) Security key generation: Security keys are generated, stored, and managed in the Hardware Securi

    ty Module (HSM). Our keys are generated in only HSMs, each of which is a "signer" and reaches FIPS

    PUB 140-2 Level 3 or higher.

3) Dual Control (Multi-Signature): High-risk transactions require the approval of at least two signers (

    eg digital signatures). We use the MN signature scheme, where M >= 2. To provide range of safety a

    nd fault tolerance.

4) Time lock: High-risk behaviors will be locked for a period of time before execution after approval. 

    This provides a grace period to detect and preemptively respond to potential security incidents.
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2.1.4 Multi-Signature Security Technology 

One of the main concerns for virtual asset holders is security. There is always the risk of errors and the 

risk of money leakage regardless of cryptocurrency wallet security protocol or custody service. Most 

services are centralized, allowing them to control their funds in some form. However, this is only a 

temporary prevention measure and is not fundamentally a way to prevent loss. PIST TRUST solves these

Multi-signature requires multiple security keys to sign a transaction using a digital signature method. 

Signatures determine the ownership and authority of digital assets, and multi-signature means that

PIST TRUST has advantages of multiple signatures over custody, which uses a single key:

● Distribute responsibility among many users.

● Removes a single point of failure, making it substantially more difficult to compromise an address. 

● The loss of some assets do not lead to loss of account

Paid

Remind seller to

deliver goods

Confirm the 

received goods

Transaction

complete

Send

Receive2/3

Multisig
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problems through a multi-signature solution.

digital assets can be controlled and managed by multiple people.



PoW (Proof of Work) is a simple and direct way to organize a large amount of hash rate to solve a diffi-

cult mathematical problem. The more hash rate the user has, the simpler it is to solve problems and 

acquire more virtual assets. However, over time, the weakness of the POW consensus mechanism has

To solve the POW problem, Proof of Stake (POS) was introduced. POS is a system that distributes inter-

est according to the amount and holding period of coins owned by the holder. The core logic of POS is 

that whoever holds the coin controls the network. Mining algorithms still exist in POS, which require 

algorithms to solve mathematical problems. Also, the difficulty of the math problem is related to the “

holding period” of the coin holder. Simply put, the more coin the holder owns, the easier the problem

(i) First, the system randomly instructs block producers to provide their blocks; (ii) second, invalidating 

blocks produced out of sequence; and (iii) periodically shuffle the blocks to change their original order.

Furthermore, DPoS allows all mining pools to cycle every 3 seconds, and the rest are already placed in 

subsequent processes so that no one can produce blocks outside of preset locations. In addition, users

10

2.1.5 Consensus Mechanism 

The core technology of blockchain, consensus mechanism is constantly being improved as blockchain
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technology is increasingly applied to reality. 

become more apparent. It is not only inefficient but also energy-intensive.

will be and the higher the probability of getting the coin. 

In DPoS, the algorithm requires the system to execute three steps

who commit violations are excluded from voting.



This means that there is no competition among block producers, and no blocks disappear every 3 seco

nds.

1. The biggest advantage of DPoS over PoW and PoS is that it takes much shorter period to reach cons

ensus. PoW-based Bitcoin processes 7 transactions per second; PoW and PoS-based Ethereum processe

s 15 transactions per second; However, DPoS based consensus protocol process more than 10,000 tran

sactions per second.

2. DPoS distributes a portion of its rewards to network maintenance nodes and voters as rewards for

community maintenance.

11

SCALABILTY
(THROUGHPUT)

SECURITY DECENTRALIZATION

The diagram above is called the “impossible trinity”, The impossible trinity is formed of decentralization, 

security, and scalability. They cannot be simultaneously integrated in current blockchain networks 

(public chain, consortium chain and private chain), and only two out of three can be satisfied. If a block-

chain network desires decentralization and security features, scalability must be partially or complete-

ly abandoned; Or, if you want security and scalability, decentralization must be partially or completely
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abandoned; and so on...
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DPoS

The PIST network has adopted the international consensus mechanism of DPoS, which can perfectly

1. Lower energy consumption: Under the premise of ensuring network security, DPoS can further 

reduce the number of nodes and the energy consumption of the entire network, in return reducing the

2. Faster confirmation speed: Compared to PoW, which takes 10 minutes to generate a block and hours 

to complete a transaction, DPoS can achieve TPS greater than 1000, and even 10000 in a controlled
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solve the trilemma “impossible Trinity” and has the following advantages.

cost of network operation to the lowest.

experiment.
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2.2 PIST Trust Merit 

● Contract development based on PIST network 

Because of the smart contract based on PIST network, they are digital and automated, with high speed, 

efficiency and accuracy, for there’s no paperwork to process and no time spent rectifying errors. 

● Asset encryption on the decentralized ledger and custody governance 

The ledger does not exist in a single, central location that could be targeted by hackers. It offers robust

 security against manipulation and creates a trustworthy audit trail. 

● Support thousands of digital assets worldwide through cross-chain technology 

PIST can work across different blockchains as a form of smart contract in each network. This makes PIST 

a fully scalable financial application.

● Korean compliance licensed digital banking institution 

PIST Trust is the first and the only project that has a partnership with a Korean digital bank institution. 

● Stable currency endorsement 

PIST TRUST's stable coin P PASS is supported with fiat currency and a 1:1 collateral ratio through a virtu-

al account API linked to traditional banks in Korea. P Pass is exchanged through the user's deposit assets 

through the Pay system of the PIST TRUST platform. The simple and transparent implementation of PIST 

TRUST reduces the complexity of performing forensic audits and cryptographic audits. In addition to
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improving the security, verifiability, and transparency of the audits.
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2.3 PIST Business Model

● Users: PIST WALLET will be linked to the bank's virtual account API. Users can directly connect their 

virtual accounts to PIST WALLET to purchase PIST through KRW deposit, and exchange it for P PASS. 

Foreigners can purchase cryptocurrency directly from a listed exchange and use the wallet by sending 

it to PIST WALLET. The P PASS in the wallet can be cashed freely by withdrawing from an ATM through 

a credit card linked to the PIST WALLET, and offline payments can be made through POS on-site pay-

ment. P PASS can be used at merchants or payment affiliate stores, and through this, users can enjoy 

discounts, recommended rewards, and access to private malls. In addition, users can use asset manage

● Stores: Business owners who sell goods and services to users can proceed with sales through P PASS. 

Merchants and stores that have signed with P PASS payment affiliate promote rational consumption 

activities of P PASS users through various promotions. P PASS obtained by selling products and services 

can be converted into fiat currency through user’s debit card and can be automatically converted from

● PG Company: In terms of payment and settlement, a 15-day cash payment period is required, and 

interest is paid during the 15-day period when the store accepts payment with PAY other than P PASS. 

However, the store can apply for a prepayment to the PG company to receive cash quickly, and the PG 

company provides the store with fiat currency first and owns the interest payment rights held by the 

store. The PG company receives the interest fee, and the interest fee is paid through the PIST coin.

● Bank:  The prepayment system operated by PG Company is made through the currency received from 

the bank. The interest fee paid for 15 days is received by the PG company and the bank in a certain
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ment services such as Staking and Lending through PIST in PIST WALLET.

PIST WALLET to PIST Coin.

ratio, and the PIST token, which is the interest fee, can be used as staking.
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2.4 PIST Usage

2.4.1 Financial Management

● Regular Financial Management — Users can stake their virtual assets on the PIST TRUST platform for 

a certain period to obtain a portion of asset management profits. similar to that of a closed fund, a 

certificate is provided, and the fund's coins are settled at the net value of the coins at maturity and

● By connecting DeFi products in the asset management market, the value obtained by providing

● Provides custody and liquidation services for coined assets and issuance of stable coins with strong

 Provide investment channels and deposit returns for digital assets with real value.

● Targeted Financial Management— participate in the staking service of the supported digital assets

● Decentralized Lending Service.

● Provide users with digital asset exchange services.
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Merchants
&

Franchise Stores

charge financial management fees.

by exchanging them for a designated digital currency.

Specific services

liquidity is created to provide value added services.

liquidity and payment functions.

● 
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2.4.2 Deposit and Withdrawal Cash Service

2.4.3 On-site payment with debit cards 

2.4.4 Withdrawing money through ATM

2.4.5 Franchise and Affiliated Store Benefits

2.4.6 Point

Users can use P PASS to pay for goods or services in major franchise stores and shopping malls, just like

Users can withdraw cash at ATMs of domestic and foreign banks linked with PIST Wallet, and users can

Users can use P Pass in PIST Wallet to enjoy benefits at affiliated merchants and stores, and users can 

view store information, benefit policies, refueling, watching movies, transportation, car wash, subway,

Users can acquire points or PAY that can be used at major franchise stores and shopping malls, then the

● Supports P PASS deposit function

● PIST asset management service support

● Savings Interest and Calculation services support

●Deposit/withdrawal service is always supported (withdrawal fee is paid with P PASS)
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using debit cards.

choose to withdraw P PASS or digital assets from their accounts. 

shopping, restaurants, receive rewards, including phone bills and other activities.

points are converted into cash and can be paid and withdrawn like cash.



● PIST 
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3. Token Economy 

The total token supply of PIST is 1,000,000,000 

The platform currency “PIST” can be used as a medium of exchange from fiat currency to P PASS. P PASS 

can be used for asset management such as staking and lending in PIST Wallet, and can be paid as a gas

● P PASS

The stable coin “P Pass” prevents high volatility of PIST and can be used for real payment in PIST WALLET. 

When holding P PASS, ATM cash withdrawal is possible through a debit card linked to PIST Wallet, and 

offline payment can be made through PoS on-site payment. In addition, P PASS can be used at affiliated 

merchants or stores, and through this, you can enjoy discounts, recommendation rewards, and access

3.1 Token Distribution 

Platform Incentive,
200,000,000.00 , 20%

Early Token Investor
100,000.00 , 10%

Founding Team,
50,000,000.00 , 5%

Project Team,
200,000,000.00 , 20%

Ecosystem Incentive
50,000,000.00 , 5%

Trading Gas Fee and P-Pass 
Interests, 400,000,000.00 , 40%
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fee in the PIST ecosystem.

to private malls.
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3.2 Token Release Method 

● Early Token Investor: 10% 

These tokens are assigned token to early investors including top venture capital firms and proactive

investors. 

These tokens are assigned to motivate founding team. 

● Founding Team: 5% 

These tokens are used for daily operations of the foundation. 

● Project Team: 20% 

● Ecosystem Incentive: 5% 

These tokens are used for community development, airdrops and Market activities and subsides for 

various wealth management products launched on the Platform, etc. Essential for ecological develop

ment. 

● Trading Gas Fee and P-Pass Interests: 40% 

These tokens are used as trading gas fee, bank interest and other fee. It applies on the gas fee and  

P-Pass interest and final burn.

These tokens are used as financial products, such as e-bank staking, lending and others.  

● Platform Incentive: 20% 

3.3 Token Creation and Redemption Mechanism 

Coin ownership and redemption mechanisms are essential to improve the usability of the system and

PIST users can convert the platform coin “PIST” to KRW at a 1:1 collateral ratio. Users initiate transac-

tions by purchasing or converting PIST in PIST Wallet. PIST Wallet is linked with the API of the traditional 

bank of the payment agency (PG company), and users can deposit KRW through the virtual account 

provided by PIST Wallet and proceed with the transaction. The transaction is set at the base interest

For example, when you have to enter a prince with an administrator account (eg if the price of PIST is 

$10, it is calculated by adding the base interest rate). The exchange rate is based on the lowest and 

highest at 10%, At 10 dollars minimum value is set at $9 and maximum at $11. If the price range is 

exceeded, the transaction is automatically stopped, and authorization will not be performed. When the
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to encourage more people to use it conveniently.

rate, and if price range is exceeded, the transaction is not established.
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4. Roadmap  

VO.8 V1.0 V1.1 V1.X V2.0

Core Functions:

● Custodian for unstructured 
digital assets.

● Exchange for digital assets.
● Products launch for decent

rationalized digital assets.

Core Functions:

● To complete DAO function.
● To define traditional 

structured digital asset and 
securitization support.

Core Functions:

● To launch the other 
securitized derivatives and 
trading functions. 

Core Functions:

● Launch the deployed 
solutions for cross-chain.

● Launch the protocol for 
cross-chain asset.

Core Functions:

● To release the BaaS 
deployment plan.

● To launch the development 
environment for securitized 
digital asset.

Mar   2021(REEF)

Aug   2021(ATOLL) Jun   2022(MAINLAND)

Dec   2021(ISLAND) Oct   2022(CONTINENT)

3.4 Benefits of Holding PIST coin

● Users can upgrade the membership level of the platform according to their actual PIST holdings.

● Users can receive a certain percentage of PIST as a risk deposit through the PIST TRUST asset manage

● PIST coins can be used to deduct fees on the PIST Trust platform.

Fiat currency => PIST => P-PASS => Fiat currency
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fiat currency of the virtual account is deducted, PIST is credited to the user's PIST WALLET account 

balance. The stable coin P PASS can be purchased and converted through PIST. Lastly, the fiat currency

redemption “KRW” can only be converted from P PASS to KRW.

ment services.



PIST Trust 


